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A8SIRACT

This report describes some of the activities in E
(Experimental Physics) Division during the past year.
E-Division carries out research and development in area*
related to the missions of the Laboratory. Many of the
activities are in pure and applied atomic and nuclear
physics and in material science.

In addition this report

describes work on accelerators, microwavas, plasma diagnos
tics, determination of atmospheric oxygen and of nitrogen
in tissue.
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INTRODUCTION

E (Experimental Physics) Division carries out basic and applied research
in atomic and nuclear physics and in materials science, as well as in other
areas related to the missions of the Laboratory.

Some of the activities are

cooperative efforts with other divisions of the Laboratory, and, in a few
cases, with other laboratories.

Many of the experiments are directly

applicable to problems in weapons and energy, some have only potential applied
uses, and others are in pure physics.
E-Division issues an annual report which describes some of the activities
in the division during the preceding year.
(UCID-17271-80) was issued in July 1980.
the program of the Division.

The preceding report
The report gives a brief review of

Not all the activities are included every year.

The results of the research are published in detail in the scientific
literature and are reported at scientific meetings. References to papers and
conference proceedings published since the preceding report of this series are
listed in the present report,
LLNL publishes monthly in the Energy and Technology Review (ULRL-S2000)
descriptions of programs of general interest.

Articles describing E-Division

activities are reprinted in the E-Division annual reports.

The following

reprints were included in the p. evious reports:
Probing Njclei with LLL's Electron Linear Accelerator (1978)
RTI'S: A Tool for Studying Neutron Damage (1978)
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The Magnetic-Quadrupole Spectrometer:

Studying Neutron Reactions (1978)

Pulsed Sphere Measurements for Weapons and Fusion Reactor Design (1978)
Measuring Hydrogen-Isotope Distribution Profiles (1978)
Nuclear Modeling at the ILL Cyclograaff (1979)
Studying Materials with Positrons (1980)
Probing Nuclear Structure with Improved Electron Scattering Techniques
(1980)
Observation of Channeling Radiation (1980)
Measuring the Hydrogen and Helium Produced by Fusion Neutron Reactions
(1980)

The present report

includes:

Channeling Radiation
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ACCELERATORS

Most of the activities of the division are centered around seven
accelerators:

A 100-MeV electron linear accelerator (Linac), three 400-lcV dc

high-current accelerators, a 3-MV electrostatic accelerator, a &-MV tandem
electrostatic accelerator, and a 76-cm cyclotron.

The cyclotron can be used

as an injector for the tandem accelerator (cyclograaff). With these
accelerators, beams of neutrons, photons, and charged particles can he
produced, and the interaction of these projectiles with nuclei, atoms, and
solids is studied,
The oldest of the three 400-kV accelerators ("ICT") produces 2b mA of
atomic hydrogen ions, the newer ones ("RTNS II") are designed to produce 150
mA.
Although all the accelerators can serve as neutron sources, most of the
neutron experiments use either the Linac or the 400-kV accelerators. The
Linac permits the simultaneous study of neutrons of energies from thermal to
about 60 MeV by observation of the neutron time-of-f1ight over distances as
long as 250 m.

The 400-kV accelerators serve primarily as intense sources of

14-Mev neutrons.
Most of the chargea-particle interaction experiments are performed with
the cyclograaff. Reaction producing charged particles

a r e

studied with the

aid of a high resolution broad-range magnetic spectrometer as well as with
solid-state detection systems. Low-energy gamma rays produced in
charged-particle interactions are detected and their energy is measured in a
Ge-Li detector, higher-energy gamma rays in a Nal scintillator with an
anticoincidence shield.

This latter detector has an unusually large volume:
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10 dm for the Nal crystal and 1 m for the plastic scintillator that
provides the anticoincidence signal. Neutrons produced in charged-particle
reactions are detected and their energy is measured in a well-shielded
time-of-flight facility that permits simultaneous observation at 16 angles.
The 3-HV electrostatic

accelerator

is used for studies of ion-atom

collisions and ion interactions with solids.
The tandem electrostatic accelerator, the cyclotron and the oldest
400-kV high current accelerator share the same operating crew so that there
are limitations on their simultaneous operation.

During the past year the

tandem accelerator was operated by itself for about 700 hours and in
combination with the cyclotron for 740 hours. Beams produced were protons 68%
of the time, deuterons 275S, and alpha particles b% of the time.
accelerator operated for 1100 hours.

The ICT

The electron linac served as a neutron

source for 1500 hours, as a y-ray source for 400 hours, and for other purposes
200 hours.
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Intense Source of 14-MeV Neutrons
The Rotating iarget Neutron Source-It (RTNS-II) is a national facility
operated for the Fusion Materials Program of the Office of Fusion Energy.

Its

purpose is to study the effects of fusion neutrons on materials used in the
fusion energy program.
Ourinr, the year covered in this report (July 1980 to June 1981} one of
two neutron sources was operated on an 80-hour/week schedule.

This includes
19
experiment set-up time. For the same period, a total of 7.4 x 10
neutrons
5
were produced using 4.7 x 10 C of beam with an average neutron yield of
1.1 x 10

neutrons/second.

The average neutron source availability was 77%.

Irradiations have been performed for experimenters from twelve
laboratories.

The largest portion of the irradiation time was devoted to an

experiment by the Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL).
Specimens of ferritic and stainless steel alloys are maintained at -'90° C and
-£90° C in a high-vacuum furnace during the irradiation. The largest fluence
19
2
to be delivered to the samples is 10 neutrons/cm . Up to the present a
1

fluence of 6 x 10
the furnace.

ft

neutrons/cm

?

has been measured at the front surface of

Included in the irradiation package are both microtensile

specimens and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) disks.

Ihe latter will

be investigated using TEM and microhardness techniques. An irradiation to
measure He production in several materials and to determine the spatial
distribution of the neutron flux was also completed.

In addition short

irradiations of mice and of electronic components were performed.
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Accelerator Development - Linac
Emittance properties of the electron gun have been studied.
Measurements of emittance as a function of output current showed that above
10 A (where most neutron time-of-flight experiments are performed) the
emittance is quite good, but it is poor at loner current

values {^2 A) at

which most of the long-pulse operation is carried out. Apparently the
magnetic-lens/solenoid conficuration on the Linac does not give good
transmission through the buncher. An alternative lens arrangement has been
tried on the test facility.

This arrangement will improve the transmission

and hence the shor'c-pulse beam current of the Linac.

It will be installed

soon.
Rf-cavity type beam position monitors have been tested and found to have
much better sensitivity than existing position monitors, particularly in the
long-pulse mode operation where peak currents are relatively low. A dual-mode
if cavity that will be sensitive to the beam diameter may be useful as a
monitor in high-radiation areas where TV cameras cannot be used continuously.
The feasibility of modifying the Linac for use in free-electron laser
experiments (\= 0.5 wn) has bean investigated.

The requirements included

70-100 MeV beam energy, instantaneous current of at least 100 A in
microbunches 3-10 ps in length, microbunch separation of 60 ns or less, with a
pulse train lasting at least 10 JJS, energy spread of IS or smaller (FWHM), and
normalized transverse emittance of less than 0.04 cm-rad.

The cost of the

required modifications would be primarily for injector improvements, including
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subharmonic bunching and a train pulser for the gun, new pulse transformers
and extended pulse-forming networks to provide ZO us rf pulses, improvements
in beam diagnostics and beam stability.
A method has been developed to measure the spatial distribution of the
neutron beam that is used for cross section measurements. Fissions in a foil
235
of
U are detected by two position-sensitive multiwire proportional
counters to provide beam profiles.

The detector is insensitive to gamma and

alpha radiation and can be large enough to map the entire beam profile at one
time.

The counters give nanosecond timing information so that the neutron

flux can be measured as a function of neutron energy for the pulsed neutron
source.

WCLEAR PHYSICS

fission

The nuclides

Am

ra

and

Cm are two of the major transplutanic
z

elements of concern tn such applied probltns as actinide burn-up and " C f
production.

Important parameters for determining the reactivity of these

fissionable materials are their

fission

cross sections and t.^e average numbers

of neutrons per fission (y).
The fission cross sections of

W

and

On were measured for

neutrons of energies between 1 ar.d 10 MeV at Los Alamos, and for monoenergetic
14-MeV neutrons at the IC1 facility.

The results agree well with previous

measurement"; at the Linac, which had covered the energy range from 1 meV to 20
Mev.
242 m
245
Measurements of •> for
Am and
Cm were completed far neutrons
of energy 14.1 MeV.

The result for

m

Am agrees with a previous

measurement which nad been performed for energies betwen 37 kev and 30 MeV by
245
a different method. The measurements of Jfar
Cm show a departure in tne
systematic trend in the dependence on bombarding energy obse-ved for the
lighter actinides.

At 14 MeV v is about 20% lower than would have been

expected from extrapolations from lighter nuclides.

This change in the energy

dependence of " may be due to a change in the path of the nuclear deformation
toward scission.
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Neutron Cross Section Measurements
Cross sections for the production of charged particles in reactions
induced by 14-MeV neutrons are of importance to the design of fusion
reactors.

The energy deposited in materials as well as th* radiation-induced

damage depend on these cross sections.

Previous measurements have

investigated structural materials (e.g., Al, li, Fe, Ni, Cr, Cu, V, Nb, Mo,
Zr) in order to estimate neutron-induced radiation damage, Li because of
1?
its role in tritium breeding,
C because of its potential use as a
16
?ft
protective curtain for the first wall,

0 and

Si because of their use

in electrical insulators. During the past year these measurements were
extended to berylliLm, whic^i s often considered as 1 neutron multiplier to
;

enhance the tritium breeding in the blanket of a fusion reactor, and to
nitrogen, which has possible applications in refractory nitri^s, ^s a liquid
coolant, or as a part of a neutron-enhanced chemical process.
To investigate reactions induced by neutrons with energy otner than 14
MeV, a magnetic quadrupole system for transporting charged particles i^as been
installed at the cydograaff.

When this system is fully operational, it ai 11

make possible measurements on these reactions with neutrons of energies up to
34 Mil/.
Although there are extensive data on proton scattering on s-d shell
nuclei (mass 20 to 40), there is much lens information about neutron
scattering on these nuclei. An experiment on the scattering of 10- and li-Mev
?4
?B
32
neutrons on
Mg,
Si, and
S has been performed using the
Bruyeres-le-Chatel neutron time-of-fn'nht facility in order to investigate
whether for target nuclei with equal numbers of neutrons and proions the same
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optical-model parameters describe the scattering of neutrons and protons,
apart from the addition of a Coulomb potential for protons. Preliminary
analysis of the elastic-scattering angular distributions at 15 MeV shoas some
evidence for small deviations of both the real and imaginary well depths from
the values appropriate for protons. A coupled-channel analysis of the
inelastic scattering to the first-excited states shows that the deformation
parameters in all three cases »re consistent with those obtained from proton
scattering at much higher energies ' - 33 MeV).
l

r n

'{?.i!:A- Cross Sections Seduced from Proton Experiments
Neutron data for research applications dealing with reactors, material
damage studies, shielding calculations, etc. are often obtained from optical
model lOM) calculations, bpcau-.o rneasurements of neut-on cross sections for
many elements are not available.

The paramfc'.ers used in the OM potentials are

obtained mainly from "global" sets (smooth dependence on mass number, energy,
ana neutron excess).

These OM parameters predict the trend of the neutron

cross sections reasonably well, but when the calculations tre compared with
measurements, for z given A and a given neutron energy, the values of the
parameters need to be optimized to improve the agreement.
According to the Lane-model of the nucleon-nucleus OM potential,
measurements of proton scattering and charge exchange (p,n) reactions to
isobaric analog states C[ASJ at the appropriate energy may be used to deduce
neutron OM parameters.
The model has been applied to fit measurements of (p,p) elastic and
(p,n) quav.slastic scattering on il&,'.18,120,122.124^
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a t

a

p r a t o n

bombarding energy of 24,5 HeV.

The resulting OH potential parameters were

then used to calculate (n,n) elastic scattering at 11 MeV for the five tin
isotopes.

Comparison with the Ohio University (n,n) measurements shows

excellent agreement and validates the Lane-model approach for predicting (n,n)
elastic scattering in the even tin isotopes.
Differentii 1 cross sections for the (p,n) reactions to the isabaric
analog states (IAi} cf

1 8 ]

Ta,

measured at 26 and 27 MeV.
also available.

1 9 7

for

Au, ^ B i .
2 3 2

T h and

2 3 2

2 3 8

T h and

2 3 8

U have been

U , (p,p) data at 26 MeV are

Coupled-channel calculations have been carried out in both

proton and neutron channels and OM potential parameters for 6-8 MeV neutrons
were inferred from a Lane model-consistent analysis of the data. Generally
good agreement has been obtained between the calcul :ions and the (p,p) and
(p,n) data.

The neutron differential elastic-scatteing cross sections

obtained from these calculations using the OM parameters from the proton
elastic channel, as prescribed by the Lane model, have been compared with
measurements available in the literature in the energy region of 6-8 MeV and
with calculations obtained using neutron parameters from global sets reported
131
197
?flQ
at these energies. The comparisons for
Ta,
Au, and
8i show
that these neutron scattering cross sections can be predicted as well by the
Lane-model approach as by neutron global parameter sets.
was found for the neutron elastic scattering from
HeV.

Similar agreement

Th and

U at 6.5

These results support the assumption that the isospin symmetry of the

Lane-model potential works as well for heavy nuclei as it does for lighter
nuclei.
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The same technique may be applied to (p,n) reactions to excited analog
states in order to deduce information about neutron inelastic scattering.
Excitation of analogs of low-lying collective states is a multistep process
proceeding through inelastic excitation and charge-exchange steps.

The Lane

mode) is again used to describe the charge-exchange step; the inelastic
transition is represented by the macroscopic collective model for vibrations
or rotations, depending on the nucleus. The desired cross section is then
obtained by a coupled-channel calculation in which several nuclear states are
coupled together.
This procedure was applied to the even Se isotopes. Data for the (p,n)
reaction to analogs of the ground-state and the one- and two-phonon
vibrational states demonstrate that the two-phonon state must be included in
the coupling for a correct calculation of the cross section for the (p,n)
reaction to the one-phonon state.

When this coupling is included in

calculating the neutron inelastic scattering, the results agree with
measurements for the lowest 2 state.

The calculations use OH potentials

which vary reasonably with mass number and which also reproduce the (p,n)
data.

If the two-phonon state coupling is not included, fitting the 2

data

requires an absorption in the OM which varies by a large amount across the
isotopic sequence, a much greater variation than supported by any global
model.

The present results show that (p,n) charge exchange reactions are

indeed useful for deducing inelastic neutron scattering, provided the coupling
of higher excited states is included.
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Radiative Capture
For measurements on nuclear explosions using radiochemical methods a
knowledge of the neutron capture cross sections of unstable nuclides is
needed.

Several experiments are being performed to improve the understanding

of the capture process, and methods for calcu'ating radiative capture cross
sections are being developed.

Measurements of capture cross sections and

gamma ray strength functions are particularly useful, as are any measurements
that clarify tne reaction mechanism as a function of atomic weight and neutron
energy.

Measurements on the radiative capture of protons are easier to

perform tlv.n neutron capture experiments, and the result of proton capture
studies slso yield useful information about neutron capture.
Tie reaction mechanism for the production of high-energy gamma rays
(?10 heV) in neutron or proton radiative capture reactions is expected to
change from compound-nuclear to direct with increasing incident energy.

The

energy at which this transition takes place depends on the target nucleus, and
if around 6-8 MeV for protons incident on

Y.

Although this reaction has

been studied extensively with Nal spectrometers, the energy resolution of
these detectors has been insufficient to resolve transitions to the final
90
slates in
Zr. Hence the predictions of t'<e reaction models could not be
tested, since the test requires that the nature of the final states and the
intensities of the transitions can be determined.

An experiment with greatly

improved resolution ( -vSO kev) has been performed, in which the gamma rays
were detected in four germanium spectrometers. Measurements were made at a
ponton energy of 5 MeV, where the reaction is expected to be compound-nuclear,
and at 10.5 MeV, where it should be predominantly direct.
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The states in

Zr that are excited at the two energies are those which would be expected
on the basis of the reaction models, i.e., at 5 MeV nearly all the states up
to 4 MeV are excited, whereas at 10.5 PleV only those states are observed whose
configurations strongly resemble that of a proton added to the

Y target.

Detailed model calculations will be required for the interpretation of the
transition strengths.
The nucleon radiative capture mechanism in light nuclei was studied by
performing experiments and calculations for the A = 13 system in order to
increase the understanding of the differences between neutron and proton
capture and to search for resonant quadrupole strength. The angular
12
distributions of gammi rays for the
C(p,y ) reaction were measured with
the large Nal spectrometer at proton energies between 17 and 27 MeV. A
12
companion experiment to measure polarized neutron capture on C is also
underway at Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory.

The excitation function

for capture into the A = 13 system may be divided into vwo regions, the
n

"pygmy" region between threshold and J 8 MeV and the giant dipcle resonance
region between 18 and 30 MeV. Calculations using the direct-semidirect (DSD)
theory for El and E2 radiative nucleon capture, assuming only direct E2
radiation, reproduce the average behavior of the Legendre coefficients for
proton capture. However, a striking deviation from the experimental Legendre
coefficient a, occurs at 18.5 MeV.

For neutron capture the average behavior

of the angular distributions also agrees with experiment. However, inclusion
of only direct E2 does not yield the observed fore-aft asymmetry because of
the presence of resonant quadrupole strength.

The DSD calculation fails to

predict the magnitude for the giant dipole region but it is not clear whether
the problem is with the theory or with the experiments.
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Gamma-rays from the

Tb(n,-r) reaction were measured for 80 neutron

resonances between 1 eV and 500 eV. Gamma-ray peaks were observed and then
fitted to the spectrum associated with each resonance.

The resulting array of

gamma-ray intensities for each resonance provides the data from which the
variation of ganma-ray strength with energy, the statistical distribution of
gamma-ray widths, and corrtlations between gamma-ray widths and neutron widths
can be obtained.
Integral Experiments
The neutron and y-ray transport and resulting effects in large systems
are usually calculated from microscopic cross sections.

Because of the

variety and large number of cross sections that are often required, integral
experiments are of great importance to check the validity of the cross
seciions used in the calculations. Such experiments can also reveal errors in
the computer codes.
A type of integral experiment that was developed for this purpose is the
pulsed-sphere experiment in wnich a pulse of 14-MeV neutrons is produced at
the center of a sphere of the material to be studied.
are detected in a stilbene scintillator.

The emerging neutrons

In the most recent experiments

spheres of Ho, Ta, Au, and Pb with radii between one and three mean free paths
were used.

The results of the measurements were compared with calculations

performed with a neutron-photon Monte Carlo transport code.

The cross

sections used in the calculations were obtained either from the Livermore
cross section file (ENDL) or the Brookhaven file (ENDF), which has independent
evaluations for Au and Pb.

The measured and calculated neutron spectra agree
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above 10 MeV for both files, but there are discrepancies below 10 MeV.
Calculations based on ENDL yield 30X too many neutrons between 0.75 and 5 MeV
for Ho and Ta, presumably because the assumed (n,2n) cross sections are too
large, while the same calculations give 25* too few neutrons between 5 and 10
MeV for Ho, probably because too few pre-equilibrium processes were assumed.
Calculations based on EHDF give 75X too few neutrons between 5 and 10 MeV for
Au, again probably because of an underestimate of preequilibrium processes,
and the ENDF-based calculations give 25% too few neutrons between 0.75 and 5
MeV for Pb.
In some of the pu^sed-sphere experiments low-energy neutrons have been
measured with a Li glass detector.

The efficiency of this detector was

measured some time ago, but questions regarding the accuracy of the efficiency
measurement have been raised because of apparent inconsistencies in
measurements on spheres of light elements (see UCID 17271-80).

An effort is

underway to obtain more reliable data on the efficiency by using monoenergetic
neutrons for the measurement, but the inconsistencies have not yet been
resolved.
Heavy-Ion Reactions
A reaction model has been formulated for highly excited nuclei in states
with high angular momenta.

These nuclei are highly deformed, and the effect

of this deformation on the angular momenta which emitted particles can remove
and on the level densities o* residual nuclei has been included in the
calculations. The mass dependence of the deformation effects was studied.
The calculations show an increase of cluster emission rates and a related
decrease in fission probabilities when the effect of deformation was included
in the calculation of the statistical decay.
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A calculation of precompound emission of neutrons and protons in
he?vy-ion induced reactions has been performed.

The calculation uses the

Boltzmann master equation to predict the energy distribution of the emitted
neutrons and protons as a function of time.

The results of the calculation

agree well with measurements for the reaction

0 +

Au.

Electron Scattering
Electron scattering probes fundamental properties of nuclei, such as the
charge and magnetization distributions of nuclear ground states and the
transition charge densities between the ground and excited states.
Collaborative experiments with HIT have been performed at the Bates
accelerator on the rare isotopes of oxygen and si icon.
The experiments showed an anomaly in the magnetization-density
distribution of

0 and large core-polarization effects in

0 and

0.

The electron scattering data were compared with the results on th£ scattering
of 150-MeV protons by the oxygen isotopes.

This comparison fixes the strength

of the density-dependent terms in the effective interaction.
have been obtained on the magnetic electron scattering on

Preliminary data
Si. A target of

SiC has recently been fabricated which will replace the Si0 target that
2

deteriorated rapidly in the earlier experiment.
one

Energy levels of

Hg

Because of the importance of information on the energy levels of
nuclides near A = 208 to nuclear structure models, the energy levels of
oc\f\

***"*£

?nd

Hg were investigated. ' " Hg was produced in the
Hg(t,p) reaction
with the Los Alamos tandem accelerator. Two energy levels of
Hg are

18

known at excitation energies of 1.068 and 2.102 MeV with tentative J

11

assignments of 2 and 4 . Application of the perturbed angular
correlation method yielded a gyromagnetic ratio of 1.09 - 0.01 and a life
time of 3.1 - 0.3

us for the 2.102 MeV state. These data and theoretical

considerations lead to an assignment J" = 5" for this state, instead of 4 .
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ELECTRON AND ATOMIC PHYSICS

Atomic Collisions
The atomic physics group is studying the dynamics Mf ion beams moving
through solids. For example, when ion beams move through solids, a large
steady fraction of vacancies in atomic inner shells is produced.

A detailed

understanding of the mechanism which determines the steady fraction is
important for the development of x-ray lasers. Auger electron yields measure
the number of these vacancies.

The data indicate that cross sections for

collisional loss of inner shell vacancies are anomalously large. Recently the
production of vacancies in the L-shell was studied.

Preliminary analysis

indicates that multiple vacancy processes are important.
In addition the feasibility of producing stimulated emission in a
Z-pinch plasma is being explored.

A possi^e method involves electron

collisional pumping of neon-like krypton.

X-ray

spectra obtained on the

Z-pinch Atomic Physics Project (ZAPP) and similar devices (such as Python at
Physics International) indicate that large gains are expected for this
svstem.

Experiments on this system at. Physics International are in progress.

Plasma Spectroscopy
The goal of the plasma spectroscopy effort is to produce a well
characterized plasma which permits the study of atomic collision phenomena
that are ordinarily inaccessible in the laboratory.

The information is

important in weapon physics, for the study of laser-produced and
magnetically-confined plasmas, and for the development of x-ray lasers, work
is in progress on two plasma sources, the Tandem Mirror Experiment (TMX) and
ZAPP.
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The work on TMX involves two grating spectrometers, one at grazing and
one at normal incidence.

The spectrometers survey the line emission from the

TMX plasma and serve to identify the principal impurities in the plasma.

Last

year these spectrometers were upgraded to provide spatial resolution
(one-dimensional).

The data confirmed previous interpretations of gross

rotations of the THX plasma and permitted measurements of ion temperature and
of the radial electric field in the TMX plasma. While TMX is being upgraded
for operation in 1982, the spectrometer detector systems are being redesigned
to provide time resolution.
The effort that involves ZAPP began operation last year.

The machine is

capable of producing plasmas with electron temperatures above 1 kev and

21 cm i . Plasmas for elements ranging from carbon (2=6)

densities above 10

to xenon (Z=54) have beer produced.
7

Emphasis in ZAP! is on diagnostics wnich currently includes a laser
interferometer, an x-ray crystal spectrometer, several grating spectrometers,
and x-ray pinhole photography.
integrate ove

All these methods give spatial resolution, but

time. A development program using Micro-Channel-Plates (MCP)

is expected to provide nanosecond time resolution.
Channeling Radiation
Relativistic charged particles channeled in crystals, either along an
axis or between planes, traverse periodic trajectories.

This motion results

in forward-directed emission of electromagnetic waves which, for MeV
electrons, has spectral peaks in the x-ray or v-ray portion of the spectrum.
The resulting spectra have been calculated for electrons and positrons with a
Monte Carlo code.

The calculated spectra were compared with experiments for

21

silicon and diamond. For silicon five discrete peaks between ZO and 125 keV
ware observed when 54-MeV electrons were incident on the <110> plane. For
natural diamond channeling radiation was observed from a thin crystal.
The temperature dependence of the channeling radiation of electrons in a
thin silicon crystal was studied to 2Q0°C. The spectrum showed large changes
with temperature. Effects of radiation damage caused by prolonged electron
bombardment were also studied.

22

MATERIAL SCIENCE

Effects of Fusion Neutrons on Thermocouples
Thermocouples are the most widely used thermal sensor in measurement and
control systems.

Thev are used in radiation danage studies of materials and

in fusion confinement experiments and will undoubtedly find increased use as
these experiments I iLome more complex.

Little is known about the response of

thermocouples to ionizing radiation, nothing is known about the effects of
H-MeV neutrons.
An experiment was performed at RTNS-II to survey the common thermocouple
alloys for fusion-neutron-induced changas in thermoelectric output.

Wires of

Alumel, Pt/10% Rh, Fe, Constantan, Cu, Chrome!, and Pt wert! exposed to a
18
2
fluence of "-13

n/cm

at room temperature.

Radiation-induced effects

were observed in all materials even at this low fluence. Alumel shows the
largest effect in post-irradiation measurements at temperatures up to 250° C.
If this radiation-iriduced decalibration varies linearly with fluence, Alumel
would not be useful at first wall flux densities.

These charges in Alumel

disappear at higher temperatures ( "100° C ) . Other materials exhibit effects
which are stable to 100° C.
Positron Annihilation Analysis
A powerful method for studying the structure of solids is positron
annihilation analysis. Measurements of the life time of positrons and of the
doppler-broadening of the annihilation radiation can be used to determine the
structure of solids as well as radiation-induced changes.
analysis has been applied to several problems.
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Annihilation

One of the greatest difficulties in the design of a fusion reactor is
the short lifetime of the wall of the plasma-containing vessel caused by
radiation damage induced by 14-HeV neutrons-

The selection of a suitable

material requires a better understanding of t*ie factors that influence the
behavior of matf"-ials under bombardment by 14-MeV neutrons.

3ec-use of the
r

,

low intensity of mailable i4-HeV neutron sources, irradiat•' " <fith energetic
protons or other charged particles can serve to sin-u 1 -at-e neutron-induced
damage.

Information about the most oasic features f' tho damage process may

be obtained by comparisons or the results of irradiation witn boti k inds if
sources and measurement of tne da-nage with positron annin; i*tii;n analysis.
Molybdenum samples were irradiated with protons or neutrons and then studied
by positron annihilation analysis.

These experiments ier/ed to study the

migration characteristics of prinary defects during and after irradiation.
Preliminary results indicate that there &rt> two separate migration prQLesses:
one, associated with energetic recoils, produces vacancy 'Jops and a second,
associated witn low energy recoils, produces voids.
Positron analysis has also been used to study partially ex 11ned uranium
powders.

A common defect that was observed in samples p-epar-'i ur.ler !ivers-r>

conditions may be part of tie mechanism of or.yg»n transport during tne
oxidation process.
Another application of positron analysis has been in tne study of tne
structure of metallic glassy alloys.

Differences in structure in such ±1loys

of different composition and changes produced by radiation were observed.
A rapidly growing research area makes use of nonoenergetic, lew-energy
( -eV) positron beams to study surface physics and positron bound st^te
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problems.

At present, *nen positions are produced in the decay of radioactive

materials, many experiments are limited by low intensity.

In experiments at

the Linac, a beam of low-energy positrons was produced and detected.
e

technique may provide pulsed beams a

This

loti-energy positrons, orders of

magnitude more intense than those presently available.
Experimental Facil H i e s
A facility is being developed for Rutherford back-scattering (3BS) and
proton-induced x-ray emission (PIXE! to study a variety of problems of
interest to the Laboratory.

Materials are analyzed by using the ion beam of

the 3-MV electrostatic accelerator as a probe.

The first analysis involved

•"are-earf oxide coatings on stainless steel substrates.

A room-temperature

sj^f'jce bj-^ier detente- ^ s jsed for the ^3S TOasurf nents ancf a Si(^i)
detector y.elded x-ray data [down to 500 eV) for tne PIXE studies.

The

quantitative, non-destructive technique pro/idea thicitiess I'jlues and
strjichionet'-y ratios for cxide coatings.

Effects of non-jniform coatings on

3

ihe SB3 a m IXE results were examined.
Oxygen diffusion in oli/ine (MgpSiO, - type materials) *as studied
w^th ar

l 3

0 tracer.

that induce the

The

''O is detected by bombardment witK 3 Me'i protons

0ip,nJ"F reaction.

bombardment so that the activity of

The target is beveled before
F across the surface gives the oxygen

concentration as a ^unction of depth.
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DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

High Power Microwaves
High-intensity electromagnetic fields in the microwave frequency range
are usefj7 for heating plasmas, for generating intense charged-particle beams,
and other applications.

A method is under development for filling a resonant

cavity with rf enp-gy for a relatively long time and then extracting the
energy during a much shorter time to achieve a power gain.
In tne first experiments difficulties arose in switching when an
evacuated cavity and an electron-beam switch were used.

In more recent

experiments the switching was accomplished with a plasma *hat was formed hy
triggering a gas breakdown in the switch.

The evacuated cavity was replaced

riy i :avity filled with 7 atmas. of N, and SF,.

With this a: rangenent

1.6 J of microwave energy was stored in the copper cavity d j ^ n g a 1.5 ms
charging period and extracted in 10 ns to give output pulses of 160 MW.

Tne

stored energy was limited by the gas pressure, drive pulse length, and
coup', n g of the feed waveguide to the cavity.

These limitations can easily be

relaxed to achieve higher power levels.
The plan is to employ superconducting cavities later.

An attractive

possibility that is under consideration is to use hemispherical rather than
spherical cavities, since hemispheres are easy to fab'-icat? and suppress some
modes that would appear in spherical cavities.

Experiments on spherical and

hemispherical copper cavities are in progress to compare the advantages and
disadvantages of the two types of cavities.

£6

Neutron Diagnostics for Fusion Experiments
Measurement of important plasma parameters in fusion experiments is made
difficult by high densities and large volumes which prevent the escape of
atoms and ions frojn the central regions, but neutrons suffer negligible
attenuation in the plasma. Knowledge of the neutron generation rate in the
plasma may serve to determine primary plasma parameters, such as ion
temperature, ion energy confinement time, ion density, spatial and temporal
distributions of density and temperature, and may provide data for deducing
the plasma power balance.
A neutron spectrometer has been developed for the Mirror Fusion Test
Facility (MFTF},

The spectrometer measures doppler-broadening of the neutron

energy caused by the ion motion, hence permits a determination of the ion
energy in the plasma.

The neutron detector has a collimator to provide a

spatial resolution of 10 cm at the plasma so that the spatial variation of ion
energy can be mapped.

A 50 ms time resolution permits determinations of

confinement times. A very fast pulse height analyzer was developed to provide
the needed time resolution.
Determination of Atmospheric Oxygen
Instrumentation has been developed for determining the variation of the
0

?

concentration in the atmosphere with a precision of 3 x 10" . The

purpose of the experiment is to determine the ratio of the change in 0concentration to CO. concentration to elucidate the location of the CQfrom fossil fuel burning. Only about half the CO- is accounted for by the
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Scripps Institute measurements of the last twenty years on the CO,
variations in the atmosphere.

The present experiment uses precision

measurements of the Raman scattering intensity from N, and 0, in air
samples.
An overall stability of the electronics and the laser of 2 x 10
been achieved with the use of a computer and a fast sampling method.

has
Adequate

intensity for the required statistical accuracy in the detection of the
scattered radiation is achieved by placing the sample into the laser cavity.
To eliminate sources of instability an optical system was built that permits
simultaneous measurements of the Op/N ratio in an unknown and in a
?

standard.

The system is now close to meeting the requirements for

measurements on samples gathered from the atmr.dphere.
Determination of Nitrogen in Tissue
In cooperation with the Naval Medical Research Institute nitrogen
exchange in human tissues was measured.

These measurements are of importance

for the understanding of decompression sickness. Decompression tables arp
based on assumed, not measured, rates of inert gas exchange in body tissuesPrevious measurements of N

2

kinetics used exhaled gas or blood.

The present experiments use radioactive nitrogen produced at the Linac
as tracer.

Positrons from the

N decay were detected with imaging

equipment to obtain three-dimensional information on N- exchange.
persons breathed radioactive N. '
The

n

a

Seven

synthetic air mixture for 30 minutes.

N emissions were recorded during the inhalation and the subsequent 90

rcinutes. Measurements over regions of head, neck, shoulder, and knee show
different nitrogen exchange rates in different tissues. Data from the knee
13

joint indicate that the

N activity continued to increase even after

breathing of the radioactive gas had been discontinued for some time.
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Channeling
radiation

[-oi lunher information contact
Bany L Bennan at
Sim.an D B!oom'422'ism)

RESEARCH

In collaboration with scientists at Stanford University and Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, we have confirmed the existence of chan
neling radiation, that is, xrays emitted when high-energy electrons
or positrons pass through a crystal along one of its planes or axes.
Wcfirst observed these r rays several years ago (although tee did not
identify their source at the time} during experiments designed to test
whether we could improve our photonuclear experiments with
positron annihilation radiation by suppressing the bremsstrahlung
background by using a law-Z crystal as the annihilation target:
Channeling radiation is intense, monochromatic, polarized, and
emitted primarily in the forward direction. These unique charac
teristics suggest that It might become a valuable tool far probing the
structure of crystals and other solid-state systems as well as for the
study of photonuclear reactions. It might also some day prove useful
or a medical diagnostic tool.

Many of the experimental uses
of visible light depend upon the
ease with which it can be polarized,
directed, or split into mono
chromatic bundles. However, scien
tists have been forced to accept
xrays more or less as they come
(i.e.. in a jumble of wavelengths
too penetrating to be affected by
ordinary polarizers. lenses, mirrors,
or monochromators). Hence *he
discovery of channeling radiation—
intense xrays that are polarized,
highly directed, and monochro
matic—opens up numerous ex
perimental possibilities.
Although we did not recognize it
at the time, we first observed chan
neling radiation in 1968 while we
were looking for something else.
We were studying photonuclear
reactions with xrays produced by
the annihilation of ultrarelativistic
positrons from our linear ac
celerator, and we hoped to im
prove these measurements by sup
pressing the ever-present
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background of bremsstrahlung
x rays, Since positron annihilation
takes place in the electron cloud
between the atoms, whereas
bremsstrahlung originates largely in
the Coulomb field close to the
atomic nuclei, we reasoned that we
cculd suppress bremsstrshlung by
using a thin crystal of some light
element such as lithium or
beryllium as the annihilation target.
If we aligned the crystal carefully
with the incoming positron beam,
the positrons would be likely to find
clear channels in the crystal struc
ture through which they could
penetrate deeply and in which they
would spend most of their time far
from the atomic nuclei.
The experimental results justiiied our expectations.' The
positrons did follow channels in the
2

crystal, and the bremsstrahlung was
suppressed (Fig. 1). Af the same
rime, however. * o noticed an j n e x
pectrd intense background of
xrays in the subTOOkeV energy
range. This radiation did not hinder
our experiments la sheet of lead
stopped ill. but we still had no
satisfactory explanation of its origin
We ihought at the time that this
anomalous radiation had to be
coherent bremsstrahlung. although
there was more of it than would be
expected under the existing theory
Ordinary bremsstrah'ung ar^ _-s
when a positron or an electron
transfers momen'um to an m
dividual nucleus in a single col
lision. Coherent bremsstrahlung
arises at those angles of incidence
that allow the charged particle to
transfer momentum to an array of
periodically bound nuclei fa whole
crystal), again in a single collision
Extensive theoretical and ex
perimental investigations of
coherent bremsstrahlung have
been earned out w.th high energy
electrons labove about ) GeV; at
several accelerator centers '• but
ours is the only laboratory that has
investigated this phenomenon at
more modes: energies (below
about lOfl MeV). We were able to
identify coherent bremsstmhlung
coming from our crystal targets, but
there was still an additional low
energy background radiation that
defied interpretation
Finally, in I1)75-7b. scientists at
Stanford University • and in the

U.S.S.R.'' predicted the emission of
channeling radiation from crystals
bombarded with positrons In
response tc these predictions, we
embarked upon the present series
of experiments in 1978 in
collaboration w:th scientists from
Stanford University and Oak Ridge
National laboratory Within a short
time we were able to show that the
persistent toweneryy x ray
background we had been observinq
was channeling radiation
Particle channeling
Particle channeling was first dis
covered about jit) tears ago in con
r.ectioii w.th heavy parities Wiser
a ueii collimated beam of heaiy
ions ,5 directed along an axis o i
plane of a crystal, the i o n ; find

-20

0
0 — mrad
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themselves in "clear" channels sur
rounded by regular arrays of atoms
In this situation the ions become
transversely trapped as a result of
many sequential collisions This
results in anomalously high
transmission and low energy losses
of thp ton beam passing through
the crystalMore recent research" ' has ex
panded the subject ro include
relativistic charged particles ar.s
has provided a Quantitative picture
of how they behave :r. penetrating
.; crystal lattice In these e.xper.
men:?, we bombarded th:n slices of
silicon crvstal ".vitn e.Vcrron^. o
rjuv.trnns and measured !i rj. the
number- of particle- via: c a n e
tr.rougn var.ed a* '^e t i i v d the
r

TV^V.: F . ^ l i r e Z - i / . w - <^ S f : e t T l d " ; .
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Oui fir*? cbservation of channeling radiation uas made in the
^ ~~Q- 'course of ionization chamber measurements of x rays generated
by 28-MeV charged particles channeled along the 110 axis a) a 53%J m silicon |
cryMel. With positrons bombarding the crystal, ice obtained the data shoicn I
in (at. The centra/ dip is the expectev suppression of bremsstrahlung The
enhanced radiation on both sides (i.e., the icings! una thought at the time to be
coherent bremsstrahlung. but it was later thoun to be channeling radiation. In a
repeat positron bombardment lb) we covered the Ionization chamber with a
1-cm sheet of lead, thus eliminating the IW-meryy radiation of she using*.
Later, ichen we bombarded the crystal icith electrons (cl. rrn central dip uos ob
served, out the lots-energy background teas still present in the centra* hump. In
a repeat electron bombardment, iclth a l-cm sheet of lead covering tte ioniza
tion chambei- as In [bt. we obtained the results ihoun in Id), demonstrating that
the hump In (cl was due to low-energy radiation << lOOkeV) in the icings of (ah
n
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Results of charged-particle-tmnsmlitlon ex-A
'&'•
perlments. lol Experimental arrangement
used to measure the effect of tilting the silicon crystal. The
detector is sensitive to both electrons and positrons,
ib) Strong blocking and sharp peaking of anamatous
positron transmission observed upon scanning through the
110 aids of an 18-um4hick silicon crystal. The high
cotlimaOon of the positron beam (to 1.5rnrnd)was a critical
factor In producing this effect, tcl Multiple ^alleys and peaks
in the transmitted positron beam cauvd. respectively, by
blocking and anomalous transmission in connection with
various crystal planes in the sanv crystal. The scan u i
through the (1101 plane about SOmrod off the 110 axis,
ard the beam was not as atll callimated (•? mradl as In tc).
Id) Electron transmission through a 9-^m silicon crystal,
with the scan passing through the 111 axis. The electroiij
were highly callimalcd 10,5 mrad). The anomalous
transmission is almost hidden by the strong blocking.
Li
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diagram of the experimental set'jp
and several examples of such
measurements, made under a
variety of conditions The lilts in
these exnertments are smaif. in no
case more than 10(1 mrad (about
6") on either side of some principal
crystal plane or axis

of planar channels are smaller than
the widths of axial channels, the
peaks and dips of the transmission
scans are shallower than in Fig. 2b
The mulripte extra peaks came
from anomalous transmissior,
through additional preferred direc
lions in the crystal

Figure 2b shows the result of a
transmission experiment with a
well collimated labout 1 j mrad)
beam of % MeV positrons tn which
we scanned through the 11(1 axis
of an Irt um thick silicon crystal, if
we star with the crystal axis aligned
with the positron beam, the parti
cles find clear channels, and many
more of ihem can get through to
ihe detector (anomalous •"•ansrnis
s o n ; than would be the case with
ponriv collimated positrons and an
arbitrank. oriented crystal If we
turn the crvslaJ ^ " m r a d in either
'JireclMin ihe positrons encounter
,in esser.iioik random array of
nude: through which a few would
manage :n ihread iheir way (nor
roal transmission] In between, with
the -ryst.:i axis only slightly mis
liiynec wiih ihe beam, the
positrons encounter dense arrays
of atomic nuclei, which block then.
be gr.'rttiv, increasing their chance
of missmq the detector as a result
of a large angle collision

Figure 2d shows Ihe rjsull of a
chartjedparhcle transmission ex
penmen! in which we used 56-MeV
electrons instead of positrons,
collimated lo less ihan 0.5 mrad. in
cident upon a ') jm silicon crystal.
The scan i* through the 111 axis
in a direction ro jghly perpen
dicular to ihe i l !0) plane.

r

I igure 2c shows the results of a
similar expenment wilh positrons in
which ihe scar, passes though the
' ] 10i plane of an i H j r a thick
silicon cr sial but at 5 0 mrad away
from the I K ) axis Since the widths
p

v

It is no" intuitively obvious why
(here should be channeling in ibis
case, since tht electron is
negalively charged, and the nuclei
attract H However, there is a
narrow region in (he vicinity of each
"wall" of the chanrel between the
atomic planes where the elecir'v. is
strongly attracted by the nuclei but
glances off of them in small angle
collisions, much like a flat rock skip
ping across the water This leads to
oscillatory channeling just as lor
positrons, bul in this case the block
mg • qion and the channeling
region coincide Thus for an elec
'ran the blocking effect far out
weighs the anomalous transmis
sion Comparing this figure with 2b
clearly illustrates the difference in
anomalous transmission between
electrons and positrons This dif
ference is borne out by an order of
magnitude difference in their
measured effective coherence
lengths, i.e.. the observed degree of
m^nochromaticity of the channel
ing radiation each of these chan
neled particles emits.
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Channeling radiation
T o understand the ongm . '
channeling radiation, imagine your
self following the positron at nearly
the velocity oi Sigh: «v. A ibreads its
way between two planes of a
crystal T o the righ! and the left,
row upon row of massive atomic
nuclei, all positively charged, flash
by The positron, also positively
charged and hence repelled by the
nuclei, tends !o follow Ihe midplane
between the rows Whenever it
strays to one side or the other, the
repulsion of the nuclear charge
turns it back. The positron
therefore becomes trapped in ihe
channel, though, iscillatmg slightly
from side to >:de as n travels
lust as ;in oscillating dipole
radiates, so an oscillating charge
generates electromagnetir radia
tion. in rh."- cast- x raw tit nyht
tingles to its direct.' >r. < 'i oscillation
1 urthermore. smcf even, positron
has Ihe same snie '<• side uscilla
Hon, the x ravs ire polanzed We
can also explain the frequency and
monochromatiritv of these x rays in
classical tenns but it is more
realism, if we .moke quantum
mechanics
t

Because ut tht rpialivisr.c • >n
traction and the relanvely slow os
cillations (compared with the
forward velocity from the
positron's standpoint the crystal is
very much foreshortened and the
electroslatic f'eids ijf us individual
nuclei blend legether into ihe com
posife electrostatic potential shown
in Fig. 3a '•" '• Quantum mechanics
allows the positron to occupy any
of the levels indicated by horizontal
lines and to move from one to the
other by absorbing or emitting
radiation Because the shape of the
potential is almost exactly that of a
harmonic oscillator, the levels are
almost evenly spaced and each of
these transitions takes almost the
]
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same amount of energy and hence
corresponds to almost the same
wavelength of light. The result is
that the positron, oscillating in its
channel, emits highly mono
chromatic polarized radiation direc

ted along its line of travel (Fig. 3b)
As can be theoretically predicted
and as we have shown, the energy
of this x radiation is proportional to
the 3,2 power of the positron
energy. 1

We have observed channeling
radiation at seve;^' different
wavelengths when we have bom
barded the crystal with electrons.
This result had not been predicted
before oar experiment and cannot
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Relativistic positrons and electrons chan ing the single large peak, (c) Electricfieldsacting on a
neled along one of the planes of a crystal relativistic electron. The electron is attracted by the nuclei
produce channeling radiation, la) Electricfieldsacting onand
a can channel through the crystal as a consequence of
relativistic positron repel it from both sides, producing mo
many small-angle scattering events. The narrow channel it
tion that Is essentially that of a harmonic oscillator. The traverses is characterized by a cusp-shaped potential, and
even spacing of the energy levels implies that a transition
the energy levels are nonuniformly spaced, leading to emis
from one to another will always involve the same amount ofsion of several discrete uxnxlengths instead of oneenergy and hence the same uxivelength of radiation tin thisid) Radiation from 56-MeV electrons iuefdem upon the same
case x rays), (b) Ratio of the channelingradiationto a ron- 18-iim-thick silicon crystal, aligned tcith the (110) crystal
u'om spectrum (or 56-MeV positrons incident upon an 18plane, showing the multiple peaks characteristic of the elec
iim-thlck silicon crystal, aligned with the i 110) plane, show
tron channeling radiation.

^
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be easily explained in classical
terms. In quantum mechanical
terms, however, the crystal plane or
axis is no longer a wall but rather an
attractive potential with the cusp
shape shown in Fig. 3c. The spac
ing of the energy levels in such a
potential is nonuniform, leading to
a number of discrete wavelengths
in the emitted radiation (Fig. 3di.
Experiments here and elsewhere
have confirmed this cusp model
and furnished its p a r a m e t e r s . ' "
!:

The intensity of the channeling
radiation from electrons is much
lower than that from positrons. This
is partly because the energy of the
channeling radiation from elec
trons is divided among several dif
ferent wavelengths and partly
because the radiation from the
electrons is characterized by a
much shorter effective coherence
length than '!iai from t h e p isitrons.
i e ihe elec.ons are knocked out
of their trapped motion much
sooner than the positrons. (This
phenomenon is called "dechannei
ing " I The positrons stay near the
center of the channel, where they
are relatively unlikely to hit the
walls, and hence give rise to radia
non with an effective coherence
length of o to 15 j i m on the
average -' (The effective
coherence length is essentially the
same as the mean dechanneling
length, i The electrons are attracted
to the iar-ice planes or axes where
the'.- are fairry certain to have an
;

:

early large-angle dechanneling
collision with a nucleus that has
moved slightly out of line. Hence
the effective coherence length of
their radiation is only about
1 n m . "'•»•'•

Roughly speaking, in the frame
of reference of an observer follow
ing the charged particle through
the crystal, the channeling xrays
would be emitted equally forward
and backward In the frame of
reference that includes the crystal.
the detector, a.-.d the laboratory,
however, the charged particle is
moving at almost the speed of light.
This high relative velocity com
presses almost all the radiant
energy into a narrow forward cone.
The half angle of this cone is about
1 -,. where -, is the ratio of the par
tide's kinetic energy to its rest mass
For 56-MeV charged particles. - is
110. and the half angle of the
forward radiation cone is about
9mrad
Ideally the x rays from channel
ing positrons would be snictly
monochromatic (all have the same
energy). In practice the energy
varies slightly with angular
divergence from the beam axis,
because of the angle-dependenl
Doppler effect as well as the depar
ture from the pure harmonic os
cillator potential (see Fig. 3a)
Hence the measured energy
spread depends upon the
divergence of the positron beam
and the angular apenure of the
detector. For electrons the detector
aperture effect is negligible in com
parison with the effects of the short
effective coherence length.
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Experiment
Figures 4a and 4b are schematic
diagrams showing the essentially
similar experimental setups for
particle-transmission and
channeling-radiation measure
ments. Standard bending and
focusing magnets bring the
charged-partide beams, produced
in our electron-positron linear
accelerator. to the experimental
area. We usually use 56-MeV (and
sometimes 28-MeV) beams with
average intensities in the 100-pA
range, pulsed at 1440 Hz
14

The quadrupole magnet focuses
the collimated and magnetically
analyzed charged particles to a
divergence somefimes less than
0.5 mrad at the target crystal. (The
magnetic analysis reveals an energy
spread in the range 1) 1% to 1.0%. I
A three-axis goniometer with
remotely controlled stepping
motors holds the crystal and tilts it
in 6 0 *jrad steps.
For particle transmission expert
ments we demagnetize the dump
magnet and measure the forwardtransmitted intensity with a small
movable plastic scintillation detec
tor Then we tilt the crystal
progressively along various angular
directions and observe the effect on
the scintillator signal. The resulting
transmission measurements
provide a map of the major crystal
axes and planes
To measure the channeling
radiation, we energize the dump
magnet to deflect the electrons or
positrons (Fig. 4b) and replace the
cesium iodide scintillator with a
high resolution intrinsic or lithiumdrifted germanium photon detec
tor. To monitor the deflected
positron or electron beam without
putting too many background
x rays into the experiment, we
direct the beam to a large
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paddle-shaped plastic scintillator
detector located at the bottom of a
5-m-deep hole in the floor. We also
insert a collimator between the

dump magnet and the photordetector to restrict the detector's
view to the central part of the
crystal, and sometimes we add

Photon
• spectrometer

To
pre-amp and
spectroscopic
amplifier

Ss^_ £
Experimental arrangements for measuring (a) charged'particle
" Wfei° ^
transmission and lb) channeling radiation. In charged-particletransmission experiments, the charged-particle beam from the linear ac
celerator passes first through a quadrupate magnet that focuses it and a
collimator that removes stray particles. The first television camera then views
the removablefluorescent screenforpreliminary beam focusing. Nexuthe beam
passes through the silicon crystal (held in the remotely controlled three-aids
goniometer), the dump magnet (turned off ond demagnetized), and the
aluminum exit window. It then enters the cesium iodide scintillator (viewed by
the high-gain television camera) for final alignment and collfmation. During
transmission measurements, we withdraw the cesium iodide scintillator or--*
monitor changes In the transmitted beam, as a function of crystal tilt with a
plastic scintillation detector. To measure channeling radiation (b). we rum on the
dump magnet and direct the electron or positron beam into a 5-m-deep hole in
the floor. With the charged particles out of the way. it fs then possible to detect
the channeling x rays with a lithium-drifted germanium photon detector.
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another collimator just before the
photon detector to reduce the
background further and improve
the angular resolution.
The most critical parameter in
these experiments is the divergence
of the incident charged-particle
beam. The low duty factor (i.e., the
ratio of beam on-time to beam offtime) of the linear accelerator
makes it necessary to use very
weak beams of electrons and
positrons (50 to 500 pA) to avoid
pileup of the detected events. This
makes it almost impossible to
locate and view the beam
(necessary for fine-tuning the
focus) by ordinary methods. Hence
we have developed a novel tech
nique.
We insert a thallium-activated
cesium iodide scintillator into the
beam after the aluminum window
and view it with an ultrasensitive
television camera. A color quan
tizer encodes the television image,
assigning different colors to areas
of different brightness. Figure 5
displays the dramatic difference be
tween the off channel and onchannel cases, illustrating the ef
ficacy of this experimental tech
nique and the great sensitivity to
small changes in crystal orientation
or in beam-tuning parameters.
This sensitivity allows us to
achieve the best experimental con
ditions possible with the available
beam-line configuration and beamtransport components at the linear
accelerator facility. Over the past

year, and particularly after the
realignment made necessary by our
recent earthquake, we have im
proved the attainable beam focus
iny from a divergence of several
milliradians in iale l')7S to less
than D.fimrad in our two latest
runs. For further experimental
details see Kef l"i
Applications
Because we have only recently
dibc?vered rhannelmg radiation
and determined some of its proper
ties, any discussion, of ,ts potential
applications is of course tentative

N- tietheless. several research areas
J ler investigation appear promis
iny enough to merit a brief review
In theory, channeling radiation
from positron bombardment :- :n
tense monochromatic highly
d u v :ed. and pularved We have
experimentally dem i n f l a t e d the
fust three of these properties. and
we hope to Conduit experiment*
soon to demonstrate the poiarva
lion property Anv fruitful appln a
lion should hinge on one o> nv>ie
0! these properties
Because of all of n* property -•
partH u'arlv intensity and mono

chromaticity. channeling rad alion
is of interest as a pmhy in the -tudy
of atomic, molei iil.it. and
< ryst.rlliru' s m . trtr*' '.vhe:. ~. urces
of radialior. ir, •! .• I-..-V ra:i.|v with
tlie^r properre- ar.- -1 an
turn
t'Msti'-;: I iir r'\ani;t!.' o:
Iran
-:i;> •:.- in < t\v:ai,..:' 1. .ailed
1 ten- - o l
hi. rii'imtoriri
van.
rln- < 'lamieln
1d1.1t.
:r.^ mac tosi . .p,,
pTessiiif all'
I'l.jture (
neiing 7,id:.it
•',.• k.-V !.
u o u i d even
photi inuc JC ir
citatum of Ihi
1

<b)

C[>/or representation of the brightness pah
tern of a beam of 56-McV positrons after it
has passed through an JS-^m-thick silicon crystal (record* u
with the cesium iodide scintillator and high-yam television
camera), (a) The diffuse pattern formed when the crystal
irus oriented in a random direction with respect to the
positron beam. fb)The sharper and more intense pattern

formed uhrjj the lHt axis of the t:yslai iiti* auuititely
adapted with (he beam, litis experimenta! tn httique uus
useful in uchiecing the precis aliontneot of the crystal and
the high directitmut uniformity- iiou divergence) of the
chtirip'd-partiiic beum necessary for observations of rhi;.,.
m-Jriig rodiotion.
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